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JOIN 


Join NIF's email list to receive urgent updates, smart analysis, and opportunities to get involved.
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Shocked. 
 Grieving. 
 Organizing.







Learn more about our emergency efforts to meet this devastating moment. 







SUPPORT NIF'S EMERGENCY SAFETY NET 













Take a Stand for a Better Israel

Join NIF's email list to receive urgent updates, smart analysis, and opportunities to get involved.
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Thanks to thousands of generous donors, NIF has granted $300 million to Israeli social change groups since 1979.
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Learn more about the way we use your gift to promote democracy and equality for all Israelis.
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	[image: Daniel Sokatch FB social share]How Radically Things Have Changed; How Much More Needs to Be Done
“Israel is better than the way this war is being waged.” ~José Andrés





	[image: alt]Standing in Solidarity This Ramadan
We must not let Ramadan become a time of danger and fear for Muslims, Jews, and all the inhabitants of this land.





	[image: Protesters in Tel Aviv]The Civil Society Case for Hostage Release, Ceasefire, and a Return to Genuine Peace Negotiations
We need all of these things to get Israel back on track. And we need them now.





	[image: Daniel Sokatch FB social share]Beware the Temple Mount Arsonists
Minister of National Security Itamar Ben-Gvir is threatening to light a fire in a powder keg—on the Temple Mount





	[image: Daniel Sokatch FB social share]On Settler Violence, Biden, and Seeing the Whole Picture
At NIF, it is our job to keep our eyes open, and to see the whole picture, all the time. That’s why we believe in hope. 





	[image: Daniel Sokatch FB social share]Finding Hope and Humanity in the Midst of Despair and Destruction.
Our job, even and especially now, is to maintain our moral and humane position and refuse to give in to despair. That is our task. And we will not back down.





	[image: Daniel Sokatch FB social share]This Bruised and Broken Land
Pain is everywhere right now in the land between the river and the sea. But we at NIF are doing what we always do: finding the light in the darkness and working to help it grow.





	[image: Daniel Sokatch FB social share]Finding Light in the Darkness
It is so dark right now, especially as hostilities resume, but the moments when hostages were released over this last week help us hold on to hope.





	[image: Bring Them Home]NIF CEO: “Ceasefire” does not mean peace




	[image: alt]This is the Moment to Stand Together
NIF’s seed-funded grantee, Standing Together, offers a message of truth, hope, and togetherness at a time when those things can feel so very far away from all of us.
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